Fulfill Content Areas

Hebrew and Judaic Studies
Course Offerings
Fall 2018

HEJS 2104  Modern Jewish Thought  TuTh 11:00-12:15
Examines the Jewish encounter with modernity in its diverse and often conflicting manifestations. CA1 and CA4-INT. (Professor Avinoam Patt).

HEJS 2301  Jewish Humor  TuTh 12:30-1:45
Examines Jewish humor in a variety of different forms, including literature, film, television, and stand-up. CA1 and CA4. (Professor Avinoam Patt).

HEJS 3301  The Jewish Middle Ages  TuTh 11:00-12:15
Survey of sacred and secular literature in a wide variety of genres produced by Jews in the medieval period. CA1 and CA4. (Professor Susan Einbinder).

HEJS 2203  The Holocaust in Print, Theater, and Film  Tu 3:00-6:00
Representations of the Holocaust, including first-hand accounts and documentaries; artistic choices in genre, structure, imagery, point of view; and the limits of representation. CA1 and CA4-INT. Cross-listed with HRTS, DRAM, and ENGL. (Grae Sibelman)

INTD 3260  The Bible  MW 3:35-4:50
Introduces students to the historical, literary, and archaeological study of Hebrew scripture and the New Testament. CA1. (Professor John Thames).

HEJS 3362  The Black Death: Medieval Responses to Catastrophe  TuTh 2:00-3:15
Medieval responses to the Black Death as a medical, municipal, institutional and theological challenge to medieval society, with special focus on Jewish and Muslim minorities in Europe. Cross-listed with HIST. CA1 and CA4 pending approval. (Professor Susan Einbinder).

HEJS 5397/SOCI 2509W  Sociology of Anti-Semitism  W 3:30-6:30
Sources and consequences of anti-Semitism in society (Professor Arnold Dashefsky).

Hebrew Language Courses
1149 Elementary Biblical Hebrew I
1151 Elementary Modern Hebrew I
1153 Intermediate Hebrew I
3251 Advanced Hebrew
3295 Advanced Biblical Hebrew

Course details at judaicstudies.uconn.edu